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1S SOme

his is a booklet of illustrations you will want to use with
the tapes. It should be easy , and instructive, to identify
the illustrations as you hear about them on the tape. Here
advice about the use of the illustrations.

Before you listen to the tape, just glance through this booklet so

you see what's here. Then, as you listen, locate the particular
illustration being referred to by the reader and contemplate it as

she reads. UNLESS you're driving. If you're driving, just listen,
and look for the illusffation later. You'll get a lot from just listen-
ing. Likewise if you're cooking or brushing your teeth as you
listen.

If one of the illustrations turns out to be particularly relevant to
your work on yourself, just xerox it, blow it up to whatever size

you [ike, make a bunch of copies, and spread them around your
world-refrigerator door, music stand, bathroom mirror, picnic
basket, magazine rack. Then you'll have lots of opportunities to
contemplate the truth of your structure, and you will gradually
build an accurate body map. Better yet, be inspired to buy and use

an anatomy book of your very own.The Anatomy ColonngBook,
by Kapit and Elson, is a good choice.
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Schematic illustration of the effects of the Downward Pull



F, M. Alexander,
Teaching "Monkey"



Exemplary Child



Deep Muscles of the Neck
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A View of the Ribs from Above
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Nose, Mouth, Neck and Throat
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Side View: Male Pelvis (cross section)
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